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I. Introduction

The potential application of nuclear explosives to the development
of water resources provides real hope for substantial increases in the
availability of water from our natural water supplies. A wide range,
exploratory project sponsored by the United States Atomic Energy Commission,
the Bureau of Reclamation, the Arizona Atomic Energy Commission, and The
University of Arizona was conducted by the Hydrology and Water Resources
Office, the Department of Nuclear Engineering,and various state and federal
governmental agencies in exploring the potential applications of nuclear
explosives for developing water resources in the State of Arizona. The
primary objective of the project was of a«scouting nature, a reconnaissance
effort to assess the potential for Arizona. This work, Project Aquarius,
is at an early state and any significant conclusions are certainly premature.
Since this is a survey, detailed analyses are not justified. Our purpose is
to define limiting problems and estimate our ability to solve them. We do
not seek to formulate a detailed solution until the project has been defined
better.

In all of the plowshare activities the primary responsibility of the
Atomic Energy Commission for safety and control of not only radiological but
all hazards has been well defined and documented. Thus, the work here does
not reflect any opinion or voice of the Atomic Energy Commission but is based
on my own views and conclusions. I have referred to the work of the various
laboratories, offices, and contractors of the Atomic Energy Commission.

By way of orientation, let us consider the map of Arizona shown in
Figure 1. There are many relatively remote areas in Arizona but to develop
water resources either yields of present water systems must be increased or
we must develop presently unappropriated water. The latter are almost
nonexistant. Indeed, in many areas there are more legally justified claims
to water than there is water. These considerations exceed the scope of our
papers but they were a factor in restricting the areas to be considered. We
will look at the Cave Creek area in southeastern Arizona, near the New Mexico
border, and the Clear Creek area near the Mogollon Rim in east central Arizona.

First, let us consider the range of concern. Using the formula defined
by Joe Knox(l} in his paper in the September 1969 special issue of
Applications and T&cknoZogy for the seismic response parameter, pseudo
acceleration:

Ag - 5.03 x 105 W°- 7 If2'0
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where Ag is the pseudo acceleration in gravity units,

W is the yield in kilotons

and
R is the range in meters

and solving for R, we have

_ _ _ in2 TT0.35 . -0.5R = 7.1 x 10 W Ag

2
for Ag = 10 cm/sec.

R = 7.0 x W°'35km

and 0 < 3 5

= 4.35 W miles.

for the explosive yields of interest, as reported by R. F. Griffin in these
proceedings, we calculate the ranges shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

Range of Minimum Seismic Effect

Yield Range, Ag = 10

KT Km Miles

15
75

100

Five, ten, and thirty mile ranges are plotted on the Arizona map and
as you can see covers a very small area, largely unpopulated. Thus, no seismic
damage should be expected.

Looking at air blast, depending on conditions, about 5 miles to 10
miles should be considered as a possible range for a 2 mb overpressure. Again
no serious hazard exists.

Turning now to the question of radioactivity, we have a more serious
problem. Again using Knox's report in the September issue of UtxcJL<LOA
Application* and Technology, for a 50 KT cratering or retarc shot, about 10
miles are needed for the limiting 0.17 rad/year of external gamma exposure and
25 miles for iodine in milk. There are no milksheds of consequence in these
areas so although these need further careful evaluation, these early conclu-
sions indicate no need for concern. The crater volume of 2,250 acre-feet for
a 50 KT explosive would be dispersed by evaporation from a 200 acre pond in
about a year and a half. If this mixes in a 30° mixing cone, then within 10
miles the tritium is diluted by a factor of about 30,000 with respect to the
water capacity of the air. Thus, after 10 miles, the humidity due to the
pond water is only 1/30,000 saturated. This will reduce the tritium well
below mpc. Thus, if the experiment permits filling the crater and disposing
of the water by evaporation, there would be no tritium problem for the crater
or the aggregate production.
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The dispersal of tritium by dilution within the aquifer is more
doubtful since about 13,400 acre-feet of water are needed for dilution to
mpc limits. This is about 6 cavity volumes.

If the water flows into the cavity and then into the aquifer, the
complete mixing implicit in the example just presented is not probable. One
should expect relatively little mixing so that the tritiated water would move
as a front. Monitoring water at a point very close to the source should show
a very rapid rise in tritium concentration followed by a gradual drop.

The inventory of tritium will be carried in a relatively small quantity
of water - probably less than a cavity volume. The reduction in concentration
by some factor - probably greater than six may be realized by at least two
other means - radioactive decay and dilution with water from the aquifer. The
first will require a residence time of about 33 years which isn't really long
for most aquifers but would preclude charging and immediate recovery, an
essential part of one water conservation scheme.

In this method one would trap flash floods with a retarc or crater
dam, designed so that the water would percolate to an unsaturated aquifer. It
would then be pumped out as required. The second reduction in concentration
would require some sort of conical mixing in the aquifer. If the circumfer-
ential dispersion angle and the thickness of the aquifer is known, the distance
the front must move before the tritrated water becomes sufficiently dilute,
can be calculated. A slight modification of this scheme might be in order
for the aquifer charge-pump scheme. One could let the front pass and use the
water behind it or pump out and evaporate water too high in tritium. As
shown earlier, disposal of tritium by evaporation looks quite reasonable.

The important question of the overall desirability of Aquarius or any
project can only be resolved following the thorough understanding of behavior
of all potentially hazardous isotopes produced by the use of nuclear explo-
sives. These radioisotopes will be subjected to the movement of groundwaters.
Thus, it is important to understand the behavior of all of the isotopes in
those formations which will carry water away from the site of a nuclear
detonation.

Considerable work has been done both in the delineation of the behavior
of trace elements in the movement of water through various aquifer materials
and in the hydraulics of aquifers similar to those found in Arizona. Indeed
rather extensive investigations of the properties of aquifers in the Tucson
basin have been conducted over the years. The references citing the works in
these two important fields are too numerous for a complete listing but samples
are indicated in the Selected Bibliography. Some of these works have been
directed to the definition and solution of specific problems of dispersal of
radioactive elements. The work at Chalk River and at Hanford was directed
toward the behavior of fission products from nuclear fuels processed by the
chemical plants separating plutonium and uranium. The soils and groundwater
movements were studied extensively and much data obtained. In addition, con-
siderable work has been done on the Nevada Test Site and much of this has been
reported in the open literature.

The objectives of these earlier studies did not include the possibility
of using the groundwaters as a source of potable water. Although the Nevada
Test Site does provide some variation in geology the aquifers may not include
the types that are of potential interest in development of Arizona water
resources by nuclear explosive engineering. In general, the work has been
restricted to rather empirical treatment of the data and the published works
have indicated that the radionuclei are well retained by those aquifers which
have been studied. The full confidence of good behavior of all radioisotopes
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potentially hazardous to health, and the confident extrapolation of this
observation to those aquifer formations with significantly different chemical
and physical properties requires a much more sophisticated understanding and
accurate prediction than is currently available. A first step in this process
is the formulation of a realistic mathematical model which will reflect not
only the observed behavior but will be based on a sound picture of the physi-
cal system so that the extrapolation can be done with a high degree of
confidence. In the movement of groundwater, one assumes conventionally that
the radioisotopes are in equilibrium with the solid material. This is a
reasonable assumption in large distances and relatively uniform ground
materials. In a particular formation there may be cavities. The exchange
equilibria and kinetics for the specific formation and soils that are repre-
sentative of the test areas must be studied to assure the accuracy of the
predictions for exchange. There is very little possibility of a significant
variation in the conclusion that all isotopes other than tritium will be
readily contained in the soils. Nonetheless, specific data are needed to
confirm this. The action of the porosity and conduits through the limestone
formations must be evaluated since this is an area that has not been very
carefully analyzed in previous work.

The public response to nuclear experiments is often surprising and
always of dominant importance. Every reasonable effort must be made to inform
the public and to assure them that the planning of the experiment is done with
a high degree of confidence and due regard for all hazards and impact on the
ecology, the environment, and the general public. They must be sure that the
benefits to be gained by the experiment justify the risk to be taken and that
these risks are as small as can be reasonably provided. We cannot expect the
people in authority who must make most of the decisions for these kinds of
experiments, particularly on the state and local levels to be knowledgeable in
these areas or even to have advisory groups that are knowledgeable in nuclear
explosion technology. Detailed competent analysis by interested persons not
directly responsible for the project can have a beneficial and reassuring
influence for not only the political figures but the local nongovernmental
public figures such as newspapers and civic organizations. Failure to provide
this assurance to the general public and the spokesmen and opinion makers in
the area can lead to failure of the project regardless of the technical and
economic potential and value. We cannot afford to take such risks in the
early stages of this most promising technology.
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